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Hamlet may already be going mad when the play begins, and his later decision to which audiences in Shakespeare's
time would have recognised as signs of is that Hamlet himself says he is going to pretend to be mad, suggesting he is
at.

Leave a Reply Your email address will not be published. He is completely capable of holding a rational and
witty conversation with them, further suggesting his sanity. Ophelia and Hamlet faced similar fates, with
similarities and differences along the way, all to do with their madness. An analysis of the theme of pretending
to be crazy in hamlet by william shakespeare An analysis of the theme of pretending to be crazy in hamlet by
william shakespeare March 30, Uncategorized Leave a Comment Underweight Witty overwatch his ninth
raises. By examining Ophelia through a feminist criticism lens we can better understand the origin of her
madness. Hamlet, the prince of Denmark, insults everyone around him. William Shakespeare, the writer of the
tragic play Hamlet leaves the audience to decide whether Hamlet is truly mad or not. This play follows the
story of a young prince named Hamlet who lost his father and had his family torn apart by the hands of his
Uncle, Claudius who is now king and step father to Hamlet. Madness is defined as the quality or condition of
mental illness or derangement being insane. Mad is a word with such uncertainty that it can be stretched to
mean an abundance of things more than just pure psychological instability: a weariness of life; a suicidal
impulse; a plotting charisma. Shakespeare uses madness to convey important information throughout the play
especially through Hamlet and his love interest, Ophelia. Hamlet has the ability to act sane at specific times
and around specific people, and then suddenly act insane around others. Among the many questions that
Hamlet raises, lies the subject of whether or not Hamlet actually becomes insane. This statement portrays how
a sane man is restricted in articulating his thoughts in the court of Denmark. Mad is a word with such
uncertainty that it can be stretched to mean an abundance of things more than just pure psychological
instability: a weariness of life; a suicidal impulse; a plotting charisma. Two of these maddened characters are
Hamlet and Ophelia, who also share a love for each other. However, there are also indications to the contrary,
Hamlet only feigns madness for the purpose of carrying out his mission. An analysis of the pretending in
hamlet by william shakespeare An analysis of the pretending in hamlet by william shakespeare December 4,
Uncategorized Leave a Comment An analysis of the pretending in hamlet by william shakespeare  Let us treat
this topic in detail, along with critical comment. Shakespeare reveals how the scourge of corruption and decay
rapidly spread; and the emotional consequences that follow. Was Hamlet Really Insane? Perhaps the most
obvious example is Claudius. Furthermore, his trait of ironically acting impulsively demonstrates that certain
acts that may otherwise be characterized as irrational are actually a manifestation of a character flaw. They are
Hamlet and Ophelia.


